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General Context

The end of control
- After the death of General Pinochet, his trusted
operators maintained their presence and pressure in
the country.
- The death of General Manuel Contreras, the head of
the military government's unofficial operations,
reduced the feeling of fear and control of the army in
the country.
- Subsequently, the media and social networks began to
fill with testimonies of victims and perpetrators that
left no doubt about the atrocities of the dictatorship.
- A new generation looked at their parents and
grandparents wondering why they had tolerated the
abuse and why they were still afraid.
- The fear of power and the government gradually
turns into anger and a desire for confrontation.

The end of control
- The embezzlement and diversion of state funds to the coffers of
the Pinochet family and other high-ranking military commanders is
made public. Along with this, numerous cases of corruption in the
army and the carabineros (national police).
- At the same time, numerous and millionaire cases of corruption in
the army and the carabineros (national police) are made public.
- Main aspects of the social pact that a good part of the population
of Chile had accepted after the dictatorship, contemplated that in
addition to the atrocities, the military government had inherited an
honest, transparent and efficient political-economic system, that
promised development and economic growth for every family; in a
climate of institutional health and transparency.

PERCEPTION OF POWER, 2006-2020, CHILE
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2005 ¿Quién
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2009 País gobernado
por pocos para su
propio beneficio
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2015 País
gobernado por
pocos para su
propio beneficio
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86%

2020 País
gobernado por
pocos para su
propio beneficio
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Transparency & Deception

- At the same time, the silence around the abuses of
the Catholic Church is broken, and many figures who
were true icons of national religious life were involved
in accusations of abuse, pedophilia, mistreatment,
sexual slavery, orgies and even of having forced
women. to abort after making them pregnant.
- The Catholic Church positions itself as an institutional
complicator of sexual abuse and its credibility falls.
The values and stability it represented are
transformed into anger, distrust and disappointment.

TRUST IN CATHOLIC CHURCH, 2005-2020, CHILE

2005
Confianza en la Iglesia Católica
30%

2010
Confianza en la Iglesia Católica

2008
Confianza en la Iglesia Católica

2013
Confianza en la Iglesia Católica

30%
22%
16%

2016
Confianza en la Iglesia Católica

2020
Confianza en la Iglesia Católica

2018
Confianza en la Iglesia Católica

37%
11%

22%

5%

Perception of status of the abuses in church, CHILE 2021

Economic Myth and Re-Distribution

- For many citizens, the past was tolerable as long as the promises of
economic well-being and prosperity were fulfilled. The private pension
system was one of the emblems of the military government, it was a
guarantee of economic well-being after retirement, and when the first
generations of pensioners began to receive their pensions, another crisis
and another disappointment ensued: it was not what had been
promised.
- Then began massive protests demanding changes in the pension system.
For some social groups the objective was a change in the private model,
for others the solution was a public and universal pension system.

They broke down and questioned political, moral and economic beliefs

- We believed that we were better than the rest of Latin America, because our institutions were healthy, our
economy strong, and because our people were disciplined, hard-working, and honest.
- In the age of information and transparency, all of this has become a myth, a lie that has been passed down
from generation to generation. The honest ones were only the citizens, not the institutions or the
politicians.
- So the new generations grew up with the conviction that they had to change it, that they did not want to
live in a lie or tolerate more abuse. An important characteristic of Millennials and post-millenials is the
feeling that they understand the world better than their parents. Their parents can't teach them to live in a
world they don't understand.
- Human nature showed its face, obviously full of contradictions, and Chile was psychosocially unavailable to
tolerate it and adapt itself. Many people felt betrayed, used, cheated. The new generations saw the
disappointment of their parents and, of course, distrusted the system.

From the Beginning,
Students and a new
relation with power
2011 / 2013

- Social mobilization and the perception of structural paralysis
- Then an era of strong student mobilizations came that transformed the country.
- For 12 years the student mobilizations maintained their pressure, especially against the right-wing governments,
demanding free higher education and improvements in school education; also supporting various causes. From these
mobilizations of high school students emerged the leaders of the current government.
- Once the most notorious leaders (Gabriel Boric, Camila Vallejo and Giorgio Jackson) turned to political life in parliament,
the student organizations continued to act, but such strong leaderships never emerged again.

• Psychosocial Catharsis

-

In 2019, high school student organizations protested against
the rise in the price of the subway ticket. A violent response
from the government of Sebastián Piñera (strongly linked to
the military government), which did not allow any dialogue,
generated a national reaction of rejection that catalyzed
accumulated feelings of disappointment, anger, despair and
fed up.

-

The student protest turned into a nationwide revolt that
paralysed the country. People said: Chile woke up.

-

The protests and paralysis continued for months, with no
apparent possibility of dialogue or agreements between the
government and civil society organizations. The army and
the police poured into the streets; the wounds of the past
flared up, the feeling of rejection grew.

• Institutionalization of the rage
- In this context, a historic political agreement was called: to call a
plebiscite to form a citizens' convention that would be in charge of
drafting a new National Constitution. This new Constitution would
symbolize the end of the era of abuse and lies.
- The constitutional agreement reduced social tension, and aroused
enormous expectations in the population. The plebiscite and the
election of constituent citizens had a record electoral response in
the history of Chile.
- On the shoulders of the constitutional convention falls the
responsibility of transforming the country. The next president,
then, would be more of a watchman and guarantor of legality and
order than a true transformer.
- Subsequently, the convention has fallen into a crisis of image and
credibility. It is mainly criticized for disorganization, political bias
and lack of experience of the constituents.

• Pandemic crisis and strong
Lockdown

- The pandemic and the confinements finish calming the
streets of Chile, and send complex feelings back to homes,
to private life, to intimacy.
- As in many parts of the world, this brings with it a variety
of crises, including a mental health crisis that affects
people of all ages.
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ELECTORAL PROCESS

• Left Primary Elections:
initial positioning and
challenges
Maturity, experience
but risk of authoritarianism

Authority
and Control

- Distance and differentiation from
communist candidate
- Understanding the value of youth and
dialogue
- Understanding the fear of instability
and chaos
- Contrast between potential
authoritarianism and kindness and
plurality

Radicalism ans
risk of instability

Dialogue and
pluralism

Risk of ungovernability

Youth, kindness but
uncertainty authority in complex times

BORIC:
• First Round
Election

Regular people

-

POLITICAL
Stablishment

Uncomfortable position around social
economic level and status
Weakness communicating economic
mastering and understanding
Conviction around kindness and
pluralism
Contrast between potential
authoritarianism and kindness and
plurality
He contrasts with everyone in his
conviction of the social and political
transformation of the country. Anti political

Stablishment

After the pandemic and with the constitutional convention
working, the almost universal demand for transformation of
the country seems to be moderated by fear of a worse
economic and social crisis.
Elite

• First Round main positions
Right Liberal. Bet on
presenting his self as nonpolitical and rebellious. He is
campaigning online from a
foreign country, because he is
facing alimony trial.

Jose Antonio Kast.
The anti-political stablishment. He
openly supports Pinochet and affirms
that things were not so bad before the
social revolt.
The good of the past, including
security and anti-migrants policies,
must be rescued
and the government of
leftist radicals must be avoided.

Traditional center-left
politician. She presents herself
as a woman of humble origins,
hardworking and a fighter,
who knows the needs of the
people and at the same time
has the political experience to
govern.

Sichel (president’s candidate)
The nice and regular guy,
trying to fit into
transformation
from a liberal view, and trying
to
grow up from the center
and the soft left.

Boric . The young rebel. Trying to show
that he has the qualities
and capabilities that a president
needs.
He is kind, jovial, relaxed, and
bets on the hope of the social and
political
transformation and
decentralization of the country in a
climate of dialogue and respect.

• A C H A N G E I N T H E D E B AT E T E R M S
• FROM SOCIAL CHANGE TO SOCIAL RISK
-

For almost two years the national discussion has been focused on social and
political transformation, on justice, on equity and on the vindication of
historically vulnerable minorities. Suddenly insecurity emerges as a focus of
attention: drug trafficking, illegal immigration, common crime. The debate
changes, and the discourse of those who bet on peace and hope weakens.

-

Boric's progressive proposals regarding the migratory phenomenon are
questioned, and among the centrist groups the idea that a Boric government
could be a risk to order and security seems to be strengthening.

-

The fear of an economic and security crisis and more social protests generates a
contraction in the right-wing vote. Sichel's conciliatory position does not please
and the vote is concentrated on the extreme right.

-

The far-right and conservative candidate is the only one who seems to have a
forceful and radical response to the risk of insecurity. His candidacy grows,
overshadows the candidate of the liberal right and wins the first round.

• First Round main positions

Even those who disapprove of many of Kast's proposals see him as a
man radical and "crazy" enough to do what no one else would dare.
The idea of radical measures against illegal immigration, drug
trafficking and crime is tempting.

Boric keeps contrasting with kindness, dialogue and transformation. A
radical change in a climate of dialogue and peace. Bet to the desire for
transformation is greater than fear. He stays close to his bases, without
appearing too political, nor too presidential; Kast wins the debate on
security and immigration and the image of a regular person is diluted
among several candidates; but with the bases votes and in the second
place Boric goes to the second round.

• D I G I TA L M I L E S T O N E S

The Tree

Memes for Boric

J.A. Kast in Tik Tok

• Second Round

In the second round, Kast must transcend his bases and speak to those who see him
as dangerously radical and conservative. He must convey them that he is not an antiwoman or anti-youth candidate; that his candidacy does not represent a return to
the past and for this he tries to appear more jovial, more relaxed, accessible and
tries to position himself close to the center-right to capture the orphan vote of the
entire center arc for whom Boric arouses fears, for being too young and for being a
leftist rebel.

In the second round, Boric must reach out to more moderate factions on the left, the
center left, and even liberal or center-right voters who fear Kast's conservatism. For
this, it must be more presidential, more "adult", show signs of political seriousness
and offer guarantees of stability. His image, his speech, his attitude in the debates;
everything is adapted to the need to strengthen its position in new audiences.

• Second Round

More economic strenght and
and stability

-Consertative
-Known Past

Less Estrcutural
Transformation

More Structural
Transformation

Less
Economic strenght and stability

-Progressive
-Uncertain future,
yet to be discovered

• Second Round

Authority and Control

Innocence

Malice

Risk of ungovernability

• Second Round

Centralism

Corporations
Army
Catholic Church
Capital City
Less
Social Elite

More Social
Elite

Regionalism

Regular people
Young people
Neighbourhoods
Feminists
”Other” Cities

• Second Round

A new era in politics

Future

Past

No big changes

• Second Round

New style in power

New policies

Same policies

Same style in power

- The anti Pinochet / Anti Kast vote emerges by mobilizing
moderate voters from the left and the center and bringing
citizens who did not vote in the first round, but had voted in the
constituent plebiscite, to the polls.
- A feminist movement empowered from social mobilizations and
the globalization of some of its slogans, highly organized,
mobilizes against Kast invoking a feminine and feminist vote
against those who want to deprive women of rights. The
presence of Irina Karamanos, Boric’s girlfriend and political
partner (a well known feminist activist), in the second round
enforces the message to women.
- Boric sends good signals to the moderate center, conveys
certainty and a certain traditionalism in economic matters,
which eases the tension with the business community.
- Kast fails to inspire confidence beyond the traditional bases of
the right; his votes are equivalent to Sebastián Piñera's votes in
the previous election. The right wing had no growth and Boric
won by almost a million votes.

The most voted elected
president in Chilean history

-

The desire to break with the abuses and forms of exercise of power of the past was stronger than the fear of uncertainty.

-

The emotional component of this choice is built and understood from the previous historical context; the political movement has
been the reflection of a social demand and a feeling of disappointment that needed to be restored.

-

The success of the democratic cons

-

The high expectations of Boric's government and the impossibility of keeping very different opinion groups happy become a
potential time bomb for the government's reputation.

-

The closeness to the constituent process, which is in a crisis of image and reliability, the growing sense of insecurity and the
presence of drug trafficking in the country, the discomfort with the growing migration and the expected post-covid economic
recession represent strong challenges for the first year of this government.

-

In all these areas it seems relevant to transmit authority, leadership, clarity and determination in decisions.

-

The country seems to continue to be at a crossroads between the uncertainty of a profound transformation that promises a
better future, or the stability and security of making small changes without taking big risks.

